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Abstract
A time-domain numerical modeling of brass instruments is proposed. On one hand, outgoing and
incoming waves inside the resonator are described by theMenguy-Gilbert model, which incorpo-
rates three key features: nonlinear wave propagation, viscothermal losses, and a variable section.
The nonlinear propagation is simulated by a finite-volume scheme with flux limiters, well-suited
for non-smoothwaves. The fractional derivatives induced by the viscothermal losses are replaced
by a set of local-in-time memory variables. A splitting strategy is followed to optimally combine
these dedicated methods. On the other hand, the exciter is described by a one-mass model for
the lips. The Newmark method is used to integrate the nonlinear ordinary differential equation
so obtained. At each time step, a coupling is performed between the pressure in the tube and
the displacement of the lips. Finally, an extensive set of validation tests is successfully com-
pleted. In particular, self-sustained oscillations of the lips are simulated by taking into account
the nonlinear wave propagation in the tube. Simulations clearly indicate that the nonlinear wave
propagation has a major influence on the timbre of the sound, as expected. Moreover, simula-
tions also highlight an influence on playing frequencies, time envelopes and on the playability of
the low frequencies in the case of a variable lips tension.
Keywords:
1. Introduction
Risset andMathews [1] were the first to highlight the fact that the spectral enrichment of brass
sounds with increasing sound level is crucial to identifying these instruments. They included
nonlinear distortion into their additive sound synthesis more than 10 years before acousticians
began to focus on this phenomenon, and 25 years before its origin was understood. In 1980,
Beauchamp [2] stressed the fact that a linear model of the air column cannot explain brassy
sounds. Since 1996, it has been well established that the spectacular spectral enrichment of loud
brass sounds is mainly due to the nonlinear wave propagation inside the bore of the instrument [3,
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4, 5]. At extremely high sound levels, shock waves have been observed, but nonlinear distortion
even at moderate sound levels can contribute significantly to the timbre of a brass instrument
[6, 7].
Considering nonlinear propagation is thus fundamental both to sound synthesis by physical
modeling [8, 9, 10, 11] and to a better understanding of musical instrument design [12, 13, 14].
It is important to take into account the nonlinear wave propagation of both outgoing wave (due
to the exciter) and incoming wave (reflected by the bell), unlike some works where the nonlinear
propagation only concerns the outgoing wave [15]. To describe the physics of brass instruments,
other mechanisms have to be considered, along with nonlinear wave propagation. The issue of
the continuous variation of the cross section of the instrument with respect to space has to be
dealt with, as well as the even more challenging issue of the viscothermal losses resulting from
the interaction between the acoustic field and the bore of the instrument.
Gilbert and coauthors proposed an approach to handle these mechanisms in the periodic
regime. The harmonic balance method has been applied to cylinders [16] or tubes of varying
cross section [17]. This approach resulted in the development of a simulation tool for brassiness
studies [13].
The time domain offers a more realistic framework to simulate instruments in playing condi-
tions, although it raises a number of specific difficulties. Non-smooth (and possibly non-unique)
waves are obtained, whose numerical approximation is not straightforward [18]. Moreover, the
viscothermal losses are modeled by fractional derivatives in time [19, 20]. The evaluation of
these convolution products requires storing the past values of the solutions, which is highly con-
suming from a computational point of view.
Time-domain numerical modeling of the coupling between nonlinear propagation, variable
section and attenuation has rarely been examined in the literature. Various authors have consid-
ered these three features, but in the case of standard non-fractional losses; see [21] and refer-
ences therein. Nonlinear propagation and fractional losses were examined in the seminal work
of Sugimoto [22], but it was in the case of constant cross-section geometry and the approach was
essentially theoretical. The three features were numerically investigated by Bilbao [11, 23]. In
particular, he used a discrete filter to simulate the memory effects due to the viscothermal losses
in the linear regime. But he examined them separately.
A model of the exciter should also be considered when modelling the instrument and the
instrumentalist during steady states and transients. For this purpose, we use a classical one-mass
model for the lips [24]. Providing an efficient and reliable numerical modeling of the exciter-
resonator coupled system is the aim of this article. In addition, the applicative contribution of
our work is to demonstrate that the obtained virtual instrument is useful in investigations in
musical acoustics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the modeling of the resonator.
The acoustic propagation inside the bore of the instrument is described by outgoing and incom-
ing nonlinear simple waves, which interact only at the extremities of the instrument [13]. A
so-called diffusive approximation is used to discretize the viscothermal losses efficiently. Then
the equations are solved numerically by applying a splitting strategy, which offers a maximal
computational efficiency: the propagative part is solved by a finite-volume scheme with flux
limiters (a standard scheme in computational fluid dynamics), and the relaxation part is solved
exactly. These numerical methods have been developed in previous works on acoustic solitons
in a waveguide connected with Helmholtz resonators [25, 26]. They are recalled here, both for
the sake of self-contained reading, and because the equations differ partly from the equations
investigated in the present work. This section ends with a set of validation tests; an application to
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the determination of the input impedance in the linear case is proposed. Section 3 is devoted to
the numerical modeling of the exciter. The coupling between the exciter (air blown through vi-
brating lips) and the resonator (the instrument) is explored in section 4 through various numerical
experiments. These experiments will show that this simulation tool offers various possibilities,
and will highlight the influence of nonlinear propagation on various aspects of the instrument
behavior. Lastly, future lines of research are proposed in section 5.
2. Resonator
2.1. Physical modeling
2.1.1. Notations
S(x)
x
Figure 1: One-dimensional acoustic tube of cross section area S (x).
A tube with variable radius R depending on the abscissa x is considered. The length of the
tube is D and its cross section is S (figure 1). The physical parameters are the ratio of specific
heats at constant pressure and constant volume γ; the pressure at equilibrium p0; the density at
equilibrium ρ0; the Prandtl number Pr; the kinematic viscosity ν; and the ratio of shear to bulk
viscosities µv/µ. One deduces the sound speed a0, the sound diffusivity νd and the coefficient of
dissipation in the boundary layer C:
a0 =
√
γ p0
ρ0
, νd = ν
(
4
3
+
µv
µ
+
γ − 1
Pr
)
,
C = 1 +
γ − 1√
Pr
.
(1)
2.1.2. Menguy-Gilbert model
The angular frequency of the disturbance is below the first cut-off angular frequency (ω <
ω∗ = 1.84 a0
Rmax
where Rmax is the maximum radius), so that only the plane mode propagates and the
one-dimensional assumption is satisfied [27]. The framework of weakly nonlinear acoustics is
followed. Moroever, the radius is assumed to vary sufficiently slowly on the scale of variation of
a wavelength: λ
2π
|R′
R
| ≪ 1, with λ = 2πa0/ω. Then the wave field is split into simple outgoing
waves (denoted +) and incoming waves (denoted −) that do not interact during their propagation
[28, 17].
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Velocities along the x-axis are denoted u±. Pressure fluctuations associated with the simple
waves are given by
p± = ±ρ0 a0 u±. (2)
According to the Menguy-Gilbert model, the evolution equations satisfied by the velocities are
∂u±
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
±au± + b (u
±)2
2
)
± a
S
dS
dx
u±
= ±c ∂
−1/2
∂t−1/2
∂u±
∂x
+ d
∂2u±
∂x2
, 0 < x < D, (3a)
u+(0, t) = u0(t), (3b)
u−(D, t) = u+(D, t), (3c)
with the coefficients
a = a0, b =
γ + 1
2
, c(x) =
C a0
√
ν
R(x)
, d =
νd
2
. (4)
Menguy-Gilbert’s equation (3a) takes into account nonlinear advection (coefficients a and b),
viscothermal losses at walls (coefficient c) and volume dissipation (coefficient d) [29, 16]. The
operator ∂
−1/2
∂t−1/2 is the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order 1/2. For a causal function
w(t), it is defined by:
∂−1/2
∂t−1/2
w(t) =
H(t)√
π t
∗ w,
=
1√
π
∫ t
0
(t − τ)−1/2 w(τ) dτ,
(5)
where ∗ denotes the convolution product, and H(t) is the Heaviside function [20].
Each wave requires only one boundary condition. The condition for the outgoing wave (3b)
models the acoustic source, linked to the musician. The condition for the incoming wave (3c)
models the Dirichlet condition on pressure at the bell. This condition is the unique coupling
between + and − wave.
2.1.3. Dispersion analysis
Applying space and time Fourier transforms to (3a) yields
i d k2û± ±
(
(a − cχ(ω)) û± ± b
2
(̂u±)2
)
k
−ω û± ± i â
S
dS
dx
u± = 0,
(6)
where the hat refers to the transforms, k is the wavenumber, and χ is the symbol of the 1/2-
integral:
χ(ω) =
1
(iω)1/2
. (7)
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In the case of constant radius R, linear propagation (b = 0), and no sound diffusivity (d = 0), the
phase velocity υ = ω/Re(k) and the attenuation α = −Im(k) of an outgoing wave are deduced
explicitly:
υ =
a2 ω − a c
√
2ω + c2
aω − c
√
ω/2
,
α =
c√
2
ω3/2
a2ω − a c
√
2ω + c2
.
(8)
In the case where the viscosity is ignored (c = d = 0), the phase velocity is equal to a, and no
attenuation occurs. Otherwise, one obtains:
υ(ω)∼
0
−c
√
2
ω
, lim
ω→+∞
υ(ω) = a,
α(0) = 0, α(ω) ∼
+∞
c
a2
√
ω
2
.
(9)
2.2. Mathematical modeling
2.2.1. Diffusive approximation
The half-order integral (5) in (3a) is non-local in time. It requires to keeping the memory of
the past history of the solution, which is very costly in numerical computations. As in [25, 26],
an alternative approach is followed here, based on the diffusive representation of the fractional
integral. A change of variables yields [19, 30]
∂−1/2
∂t−1/2
w(t) =
∫ +∞
0
φ(t, θ) dθ, (10)
where the memory variable φ such that
φ(t, θ) =
2
π
∫ t
0
e−(t−τ) θ
2
w(τ) dτ (11)
satisfies the ordinary differential equation
∂φ
∂t
= −θ2 φ + 2
π
w,
φ(0, θ) = 0.
(12)
The diffusive representation (10) replaces the non-local term (5) by an integral on θ of functions
φ(t, θ), which are solutions of local-in-time equations. Integral (10) is then approximated by a
quadrature formula
∂−1/2
∂t−1/2
w(t) ≃
L∑
ℓ=1
µℓ φ(t, θℓ) =
L∑
ℓ=1
µℓ φℓ(t), (13)
on L quadrature points. Determining the quadrature weights µℓ and the nodes θℓ is crucial for the
efficiency of the diffusive approximation and will be discussed further in section 2.3.1.
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2.2.2. First-order system
The 1/2-integral in (3a) is replaced by its diffusive approximation (13) and by the set of
differential equations satisfied by the memory functions φℓ (12). As a result, the two systems for
+ and − wave write 
∂u±
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
±au± + b (u
±)2
2
)
± a
S
dS
dx
u± (14a)
= ±c
L∑
ℓ=1
µℓφℓ + d
∂2u±
∂x2
, 0 < x < D, (14b)
∂φ±
ℓ
∂t
− 2
π
∂u±
∂x
= −θ2ℓ φ±ℓ , ℓ = 1, . . . , L, (14c)
u+(0, t) = u0(t), (14d)
u−(D, t) = u+(D, t), (14e)
u(x, 0) = v(x), φℓ(x, 0) = 0, ℓ = 1, . . . , L. (14f)
The (L + 1) unknowns are gathered in the vectors U±:
U± =
(
u±, φ±1 , · · · , φ±L
)T
. (15)
Then the systems (14) are recast as:
∂
∂t
U± +
∂
∂x
F±(U±) = S± U± + G
∂2
∂x2
U±, (16)
where F± are the nonlinear flux functions
F±(U±) =
(
±au± + b (u
±)2
2
,−2
π
u±, · · · ,−2
π
u±
)T
(17)
and G is the (L+1)×(L+1) diagonalmatrix with terms diag(d, 0, · · · , 0). The relaxation matrices
S± include both a geometrical term, due to the variation of section, and physical terms, related to
the diffusive approximation of viscothermal losses:
S± =

∓ a
S
dS
dx
±c µ1 · · · ±c µL
0 −θ2
1
...
. . .
0 −θ2
L

. (18)
2.2.3. Properties
In brass musical instruments, the volume losses are negligible compared to the viscothermal
losses [22, 16]. Consequently, the qualitative behavior of the solutions to (16) is essentially
unchanged when taking G = 0 (we neglect the volume attenuation only in this section, for
theoretical purposes). In this case, the properties of the solutions rely on the Jacobian matrices
J± = ∂F
±
∂U± . Some properties are listed here without proof; interested readers are referred to
standard textbooks for more details about hyperbolic systems [31, 18].
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The eigenvalues λ±
j
of J± are real ( j = 1, . . . , L + 1):
λ±1 = ±a + b u±, λ±j = 0; (19)
Assuming λ±
1
, 0, the matrices of eigenvectors R± = (r±
1
|r±
2
|...|r±
L+1
) are
R± =

1 0 · · · 0
−2
π (∓a + bu±) 1
...
. . .
−2
π (∓a + bu±) 1

, (20)
and they are invertible provided u± , ±a/b, which is consistent with the assumption of weak
nonlinearity: the systems (16) are hyperbolic, but not strictly hyperbolic (multiple eigenvalues).
The characteristic fields satisfy ( j = 1, . . . , L + 1):
∇λ1.r±1 = b , 0, ∇λj.r±j = 0, (21)
where the gradient is calculated with respect to each coordinate of U in (15), as defined in [32,
p77]. Consequently, there exists one genuinely nonlinear characteristic field, and L linearly
degenerate characteristic fields.
Moreover, the eigenvalues of the relaxation matrices S± are ( j = 1, . . . , L + 1):
κ1 = ∓
a
S
dS
dx
, κ j = −θ2j . (22)
Assuming that the quadrature nodes are sorted by increasing order (θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θL), the
spectral radius of S± is
̺(S±) = max
(
max
x∈[0,D]
a
S
dS
dx
, θ2L
)
. (23)
Lastly, a Fourier analysis of (14) leads to a dispersion relation similar to (6). The symbol χ in (7)
needs only to be replaced by the symbol of the diffusive approximation
χ˜(ω) =
2
π
L∑
ℓ=1
µℓ
θ2
ℓ
+ iω
. (24)
2.3. Numerical modeling
2.3.1. Quadrature methods
Various strategies exist to determine the quadrature weights µℓ and nodes θℓ in (13), which
are involved in the relaxation matrices (18). Here we follow the same approach as in [26], where
a nonlinear optimisation with constraint of positivity on the symbols (7) and (24) is used. The
cost function
J ({(µℓ, θℓ)}ℓ ; L,K) = K∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣ χ˜(ωk)χ(ωk) − 1
∣∣∣∣∣2 ,
=
K∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2π
L∑
ℓ=1
µℓ
(iωk)
1/2
θ2
ℓ
+ iωk
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
(25)
is minimized with respect to the parameters {(µℓ, θℓ)}ℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , L, on a given angular fre-
quency range [ωmin, ωmax]. Doing so makes it possible to achieve high accuracy with a minimum
number L of diffusive variables. The reader is refered to [26] for technical details.
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2.3.2. Numerical scheme
As in [25, 26], we follow a splitting strategy to integrate (16); doing so provides an opti-
mal condition of stability, independently of the variations in cross-section and of the fractional
attenuation. Equations (16) are split into a propagative step
∂
∂t
U± +
∂
∂x
F(U±) = G
∂2
∂x2
U±, (26)
and a relaxation step
∂
∂t
U± = S± U±. (27)
The discrete operators associated with (26) and (27) are denoted by H±a and H
±
b
respectively.
Strang splitting is then used to make a step forward from tn to tn+1 by solving successively (26)
and (27) with adequate time steps: [31]
U
(1)±
j
= H±
b
(
∆t
2
)
U
(n)±
j
,
U
(2)±
j
= H±a (∆t) U
(1)±
j
,
U
(n+1)±
j
= H±
b
(
∆t
2
)
U
(2)±
j
.
(28)
Equation (26) corresponding to the propagative part is solved using a finite-volume scheme with
flux limiters [18]:
U
(n+1)±
i
= U
(n)±
i
− ∆t
∆x
(F±i+1/2 − F±i−1/2)
+ G
∆t
∆x
(U
(n)±
i+1
− 2U(n)±
i
+ U
(n)±
i−1 ),
(29)
where F±
i±1/2 is the numerical flux function for Burger’s equation in (17). This scheme is a non-
linear combination between the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme and the first-order Godunov
scheme. Practically, it results in an order slightly smaller than 2.
At time tn, one defines the maximum numerical velocity a
n
max and the discrete Pe´clet number
Pe
anmax = max | ± a + bu(n)±j |, Pe = anmax
∆x
2 d
≫ 1. (30)
Then, the discrete operator H±a in (29) is stable under the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) con-
dition [33]
ε =
anmax ∆t
∆x
(
1 +
1
Pe
)
≤ 1. (31)
Thanks to the splitting strategy, the value of ∆t is not penalized by the spectral radius of S±.
It must be noted that (31) follows from a linearised analysis, and thus it is only a necessary
condition of stability. To our knowledge, rigorous proofs are obtained only in the particular case
of scalar homogeneous hyperbolic equations [34]. In the case tackled here, many numerical tests
of stability have confirmed that (31) is a necessary and sufficient condition.
Equation (27) of the diffusive part is solved exactly:
H±b
(
∆t
2
)
U±j = exp
(
S± ∆t
2
)
U±j , (32)
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with the matrix exponential deduced from (18)
eS
±τ =
e−Ω
±τ δ±
1
(
e−Ω
±τ − e−θ21τ
)
· · · δ±
L
(
e−Ω
±τ − e−θ2Lτ
)
0 e−θ
2
1
τ
...
. . .
0 e−θ
2
L
τ
 ,
(33)
and the coefficients (ℓ = 1, . . . , L)
Ω± = ± a
S
dS
dx
, δ±ℓ = ±
c µℓ
θ2
ℓ
− Ω± . (34)
This relaxation step is unconditionally stable. Without viscothermal losses (c = 0), the matrix
exponential (33) degenerates towards the scalar e−Ω
±τ. The physically-realistic case dS
dx
> 0
yields a decreasing amplitude of u+ as x increases. Inversely, it yields an increasing amplitude of
u− as x decreases.
The Jacobian matrices and the relaxation matrices do not commute: J±S± , S±J±. In this
case, an additional second-order error of splitting is introduced before any discretization [31].
Since the schemes used to solve (26) and (27) are respectively of order 2 and of order infinite,
second-order accuracy is obtained at best when solving the splitting. It is stable under the CFL
condition (31).
2.4. Validation
2.4.1. Configuration
Table 1: Physical parameters of air at 15 ◦C.
γ p0 (Pa) ρ0 (kg/m
3) Pr ν (m2/s) µv/µ
1.403 105 1.177 0.708 1.57 · 10−5 0.60
In all the tests, one considers a circular tube of length D = 1.4 m, with an entry radius
R(0) = 7 mm. The physical parameters given in table 1 are used to determine the coefficients
(4) in (14b). The tube is discretized on Nx = 400 points in space. At each time step, the
numerical solution is recorded at four receivers uniformly distributed along the tube, located at
xr = 0.4 (i − 1) m, with i = 1, . . . , 4.
At each iteration, the time step ∆t is deduced from the condition (31), where the CFL number
is ε = 0.95. Taking ε = 0.95 instead of 1 ensures that no instabilities are excited by round-off
errors.
The exciting source in (14d) is a smooth combination of truncated sinusoidal wavelets:
u0(t) =
 V
4∑
m=1
am sin (bmωc t) if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1fc ,
0 else,
(35)
with amplitude V = 20 m/s, central frequency fc = ωc/2 π = 1 kHz and coefficients bm = 2
m−1,
a1 = 1, a2 = −21/32, a3 = 63/768 and a4 = −1/512.
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2.4.2. Diffusive approximation
The first test investigates the accuracy of the diffusive approximation to model fractional
viscothermal losses (section 2.3.1). The nonlinearity and the volume attenuation are neglected
(b = 0, d = 0), and the radius R is constant. Based on the discussion of section 2.3.1, a com-
parison is performed between a modified Gauss-Jacobi quadrature and an optimized quadrature.
The reference solution is the phase velocity of the linear Menguy-Gilbert model (8), where the
symbol χ is given by (7). Conversely, the phase velocity of the diffusive model relies on the
symbol (24).
Figure 2-(i) compares these different phase velocities, using L = 6 memory variables. Large
errors are obtained when the modified Gauss-Jacobi quadrature is used. On the contrary, the
agreement between exact and approximate phase velocities is far better when the optimisation
with constraint is used. In this latter case, the optimization range [ωmin, ωmax] is set to [125.66,
125663.70] rad/s, which corresponds to the audio range [20 Hz, 20 kHz]. This interval is used in
forthcoming experiments.
From now on, optimization with constraint is chosen. To see the error induced by the opti-
mization more clearly (25), figure 2-(ii) displays the modeling error | χ˜(ω)/χ(ω) − 1| on a loga-
rithmic scale. The optimization of the coefficients (µℓ, θℓ) is performed with different numbers of
memory variables L. The error decreases by a factor of approximately 10 when L is doubled. In
the following numerical experiments, the viscothermal losses have been accounted for by L = 6
memory variables.
2.4.3. Simulation of an input impedance
The coupling between the advection and the diffusive approximation of the viscothermal
losses is studied here. A constant radius R = 7 mm is considered. Linear wave propagation is
assumed (b = 0). When the outgoing wave reaches the limit of the tube (x = D), the incoming
wave is generated and propagates along the decreasing x. The velocity is displayed at two dif-
ferent times on figure 3. Due to the viscothermal losses, the amplitude of the wave diminishes
during the simulation and the waveform is no longer symmetrical, which illustrates the dispersive
nature of the propagation.
The outgoing pressure p+(0, tn) emitted by the exciting source is known. A receiver at x = 0
records the pressure p−(0, tn) up to t = 0.1 s. Zero-padding of p± is done up to 1.34 s, leading to
131072 samples and to a frequency step ∆ f = 0.744 Hz. Fourier transforms in time of p± yield
an estimate of the input impedance Z of the tube:
Z(ω) = Zc
1 + r(ω)
1 − r(ω) , (36)
with
Zc =
ρ0 a0
S
, r(ω) =
p̂−(0, ω)
p̂+(0, ω)
. (37)
Figure 4 shows the modulus and the phase of the input impedance deduced from the numerical
simulations. These quantities are compared to their analytical approximation given by [27]
Z = i Zc tan(kD), k =
ω
a0
− i (1 + i) 3 · 10−5
√
f
R
. (38)
The location and the magnitude of the upper peaks of impedance’s modulus are given in table 2,
up to 1 kHz. The maximal error of location is smaller than 0.8 Hz (peak 11). Errors of magnitude
decrease monotonically, from 2.02 % at peak 1 to 0.08 % at peak 15.
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2.4.4. Linear propagation with a varying cross section area
The third test focuses on a variable cross section area S (x), with a radius varying exponen-
tially from R(0) = 7 mm to R(D) = 2R(0):
S (x) = π
(
R(0) 2x/D
)2
, 0 ≤ x ≤ D. (39)
It yields λ
2π
|R′
R
| = 0.0273≪ 1, which validates the use of a 1D model [35]. Linear propagation is
assumed (b = 0), and the dissipation effects are neglected (c = 0, d = 0). The discretization of
the variable radius involves the relaxation parts of the splitting (28): only the component e−Ω
±τ
in (33) is non-null. The exact solution is deduced from the method of characteristics:
u+(x, t) = exp
(
−Ω+ x
a
)
u0
(
t − x
a
)
. (40)
The seismogram in figure 5-(i) shows the time history of the total velocity u = u+ + u− at the
four receivers. At each receiver, the first wavefront corresponds to u+, and then it is followed by
u−. Since the section of the tube increases with x, (40) implies that the amplitude of u+ decreases
when considering the successive receivers. On the contrary, the incoming wave u− experiences
a decreasing section as it propagates leftwards. It results that the amplitude of u− increases from
xr = 1.2 m to xr = 0 m. On each receiver, one observes that the amplitudes of u
+ and u− are the
same, at the scale of the figure. This confirms that the numerical dissipation introduced by the
numerical scheme is very small for this discretization.
Figure 5-(ii) compares the numerical and exact values of u− at t = 7 ms. Lastly, measures of
errors are obtained for various discretizations, from Nx = 100 to Nx = 3200. The evolution of
the L2 norm in terms of Nx is shown on figure 5-(iii) in log-log scale. As predicted theoretically,
the measured order of convergence is 1.75.
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Figure 4: Input impedance Z: modulus (i) and phase (ii). Comparison between simulated and exact values.
2.4.5. Nonlinear propagation
Now we test the modeling of nonlinear waves with the finite-volume scheme (29). For this
purpose, losses are neglected (c = 0, d = 0), and the radius of the tube is constant. The forcing
in (14d) is null. The initial data (14f) is a rectangular pulse with a 80 m/s amplitude and a
wavelength λ = 0.1 m.
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Table 2: Modulus of the input impedance: comparison between exact and numerical values at the peaks n. Frequency F,
amplitude A and relative error ǫ. The tilde denotes the numerical value.
n F (Hz) F˜ (Hz) ǫF (%) A A˜ ǫA (%)
1 60.28 60.28 0.00 7.90 7.75 2.02
3 183.84 183.84 0.00 7.56 7.51 0.63
5 308.13 308.13 0.00 7.43 7.40 0.34
7 431.69 432.43 0.17 7.35 7.33 0.25
9 555.99 556.73 0.13 7.29 7.28 0.20
11 680.28 681.03 0.11 7.24 7.23 0.15
13 805.33 805.33 0.00 7.21 7.20 0.11
15 929.62 929.62 0.00 7.17 7.17 0.08
Figure 6 displays the numerical solution and the exact solution at various instants. The exact
solution is derived from the elementary solutions to the Riemann problem [36]. In (ii), one
observes an outgoing shock wave followed by a rarefaction wave. In (iii), the rarefaction has
reached the shock. In each case, agreement is observed between numerics and analytics, despite
the non-smoothness of the solution. In particular, the shock propagates at the right speed, which
reveals that the Rankine-Hugoniot condition is correctly taken into account.
A similar test has already been investigated in figure 8-(iv) of [25], but on a much finer grid. It
is important to observe the effect of the discretization on the shock wave and rarefaction wave. In
particular, one observes that the shock is smeared over about two grid nodes, which characterizes
the quality of the numerical scheme at the typical frequencies studied here.
2.4.6. Complete Menguy-Gilbert model
In a last set of experiments, the nonlinear propagation of the outgoing and incoming waves
is investigated. First, a cylinder with constant radius is considered, and we neglect attenuation
as in section 2.4.5. Two amplitudes of the source (35) are chosen, in order to illustrate the
generation of shocks. Taking V = 6 m/s (figure 7), one observes the sharpening of u+; but the
shock formation does not happen until the wave reaches the end of the tube, so the oncoming
wave recovers the original shape and amplitude of the outgoing wave. Let us define the discrete
energy at time tn:
En =
Nx∑
j=0
((
u
(n)+
j
)2
+
(
u
(n)−
j
)2)
. (41)
Logically, the energy of the outgoing wave is entirely transmitted to the incoming wave. The
conservation of the energy (at the scale of the figure) demonstrates also the quality of the numer-
ical scheme. On the contrary, V = 20 m/s (figure 8) leads to an irreversible shock. Near t = 1.8
ms, one observes a decrease of energy due to the formation of the shock in u+. The incoming
wave u− unfolds, but cannot recover the original shape and amplitude of the source, due to the
loss of energy.
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Figure 7: Nonlinear propagation in a constant cylinder, without attenuation. Amplitude of forcing V = 6 m/s (35). Top:
seismogram of u = u+ + u−. Bottom : time history of the energy.
Attenuation is taken into account in figure 9, where the forcing amplitude is V = 20 m/s. The
top figure illustrates the case of a constant radius. Logically, the amplitude of waves is slightly
reduced compared with the inviscid case shown on figure 8. Moreover, the viscothermal losses
are insufficient to prevent the occurrence of shocks, as predicted in [22].
Lastly, the bottom of figure 9 illustrates the case where all the effects are taken into account:
nonlinear wave propagation with large amplitude V = 20 m/s, variable cross section, and attenu-
ation. As in figure 5-(i), the amplitude of the incoming wave increases as it propagates leftwards.
This effect counterbalances the decrease in amplitude due to the attenuation and to the occurrence
of a shock.
3. Exciter
3.1. Physical modeling
The musician’s lips are modeled by a one-mass mechanical oscillator at the entry of the
resonator [24]. Only the vertical displacement of the upper lip is modeled; the interaction with
the static lower lip is ignored. The upper lip is modeled by a thin rigid rectangular plate of height
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h and width l. It makes an angle ϕ with the horizontal x-axis, so that the projected surface of the
lip on the vertical axis is
A = h l sin ϕ. (42)
A spring with stiffness k and a damper with coefficient r are put over the lip of massm (figure 10).
The pressure in the musician’s mouth is pm(t); the acoustical pressure pe at the entry of the
resonator (x = 0) depends upon the opening y of the lips and upon the time t:
pe(y, t) = p
+
e (y, t) + p
−
e (y, t),
= p+(0, t) + p−(0, t),
(43)
The balance of forces yields the ordinary differential equation satisfied by y: my¨ + ry˙ + k(y − yeq) = f (y, t), (44a)
y(0) = y0, y˙(0) = y1, (44b)
where yeq is the equilibrium position of the free oscillator,
f (y, t) = A (pm(t) − pe(y, t)) (45)
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is the aeroacoustic force applied to the lip, and (y0, y1) are the initial conditions.
The flow is assumed to be stationary, incompressible, laminar and inviscid in the musician’s
mouth and under the lip. Consequently, Bernoulli’s equation and the conservation of mass can be
applied. The sudden cross section variation behind the lip creates a turbulent jet which dissipates
all its kinetic energy in the mouthpiece without pressure recovery [37]. It follows [38, 39]
pe(y, t) =
2p−e −
ξ
2
ψy
(
ψy −
√
ψ2y2 + 4
∣∣∣pm − 2p−e ∣∣∣) if y > 0,
2p−e if y ≤ 0.
(46)
The coefficients in (46) are
ξ(y, t) = sgn(pm(t) − pe(y, t)) = sgn(pm(t) − 2p−e (y, t)) (47)
and
ψ = l Zc
√
2
ρ0
= l
√
2 ρ0
a0
S (0)
. (48)
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Existence and uniqueness of the solution for (45)-(46) is proven in the appendix H-4 of [39].
3.2. Numerical modeling
3.2.1. Numerical scheme
The numerical integration of (44) relies on a variable time step ∆tn, noted ∆t for the sake of
simplicity; as shown further in section 4.1, it is the time step used for wave propagation in the
resonator. The approximation of the exact solution y(tn) is denoted yn. Similarly, y˙(tn) and y¨(tn)
are approximated by y˙n and y¨n, respectively.
The Newmark method is applied to (44). This method has recently been used in the context
of musical instruments modeling [40]. It relies upon two coefficients β and η, and is second-order
accurate in the case of linear forcing. The values β = 1/4 and η = 1/2 lead to an uncondition-
ally stable method [41]. Other second-order schemes have been tested, in particular the trape-
zoidal method with fixed point. The results obtained by the Newmark and trapezoidal methods
have been found to be very close, involving a similar computational cost. We have retained the
Newmark’s scheme because it conserves the discrete energy in the case of a lossless oscillator.
Moreover, the predictor-corrector form of Newmark’s method is easier to implement than the
trapezoidal method.
The predicted values of yn+1 and y˙n+1 are computed from the known values at time tn:
y˜n+1 = yn + ∆t y˙n + (1 − 2β)
∆t2
2
y¨n,
˜˙yn+1 = y˙n + (1 − η)∆t y¨n.
(49)
The corrected values at time tn+1 are
yn+1 = y˜n+1 + β∆t
2 y¨n+1,
y˙n+1 = ˜˙yn+1 + η∆t y¨n+1.
(50)
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To compute (50), one needs y¨n+1. For this purpose, the corrected values (50) are injected into
(44a), yielding the displacement of the lip at time tn+1:
yn+1 = y˜n+1
+β∆t2
f (yn+1, tn+1) − r ˜˙yn+1 − k (y˜n+1 − yeq)
m + r η∆t + k β∆t2
.
(51)
The aeroacoustic force f (y, t) in (45)-(46) depends nonlinearly upon y. Consequently, the dis-
placement yn+1 in (51) is the solution of the fixed point equation
g(z) = z, (52)
with
g(z) = y˜n+1
+β∆t2
f (z, tn+1) − r ˜˙yn+1 − k (y˜n+1 − yeq)
m + r η∆t + k β∆t2
.
(53)
A fixed-point method is used to solve (52). It is initialized by yn, and then it is performed as long
as the relative variation in (52) does not exceed 10−13. At each step of the fixed-point method,
one takes p−e (z, tn+1) = p
(n+1)−
0
in (53): this value of the incoming pressure at node 0 and time tn+1
is known, based on the propagation step in the resonator (section 2.3.2). The coefficient ξ in (46)
follows from (47).
Once the displacement yn+1 is known, the acceleration is updated based on (50):
y¨n+1 =
yn+1 − y˜n+1
β∆t2
. (54)
The velocity y˙n+1 is deduced from (50) and (54).
3.2.2. Validation
No closed-form solution of (44) is known. To assess the accuracy of the Newmark method,
we consider the linear case of a step forcing: f (y, t) = H(t). The parameters are those in table 3,
where the initial conditions are y0 = yeq = 0 m and y1 = 0 m/s. The numerical solution is
computed on Nt = 64 time steps, up to 10 ms (here ∆t = 10/64 ms is constant). Figure 11-(i)
compares the Newmark solution with the exact solution. For completeness, the solution obtained
by the backward Euler first-order method is also displayed. Agreement is obtained between the
Newmark solution and the exact solution; on the contrary, the Euler solution suffers frommassive
numerical dissipation.
Convergence measurements are performed by considering various numbers of time steps,
from Nt = 32 to Nt = 8192, and by computing the numerical solution up to 10 ms. The errors
between the numerical solutions and the exact solution are displayed on figure 11-(ii) in log-log
scales. Second-order accuracy is obtained with Newmark’s method, whereas only first-order
acuracy is obtained with Euler’s method.
4. Numerical experiments
4.1. Summary of the algorithm
Here we sum up the coupling between the resonator and the exciter. Time-marching from
time tn to tn+1 is as follows (i = 0, · · · ,Nx):
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Figure 11: Numerical resolution of the ordinary differential equation (44) with a linear step forcing. (i): time histories of
the numerical and exact solutions; (ii): convergence measurements.
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1. Resonator
(a) computation of the outgoing and incoming velocities u
(n+1)+
i>0
and u
(n+1)−
i<Nx
using the
numerical scheme (28);
(b) computation of the incoming pressure at the input of the instrument p
(n+1)−
0
accord-
ing to (2);
(c) update of u
(n+1)−
Nx
at x = D, according to the reflection condition (14e).
2. Exciter
(a) calculus of the lips aperture yn+1 in (50) based on the Newmark method and on the
pressure at the entry of the resonator pn+1e (46);
(b) calculus of the outgoing pressure at the resonator entry p
(n+1)+
0
= pn+1e − p(n+1)−0 (43),
where p
(n+1)−
0
is known according to step 1-(b) of the algorithm;
(c) update of the forcing source u
(n+1)+
0
in the resonator (14d), based on p
(n+1)+
0
and (2).
3. Incrementation
(a) computation of the time step ∆t, according to the CFL condition (31);
(b) update of the arrays.
4.2. Configuration
Table 3: Physical and geometrical parameters of the lip model.
m (kg) k (N/m) r (N.s/m)
1.78 · 10−4 1278.8 experiment dependent
l (m) A (m2) pm (Pa)
10−2 10−4 experiment dependent
y0 (m) y1 (m/s) yeq (m)
4 · 10−3 −4 5 · 10−4
The wave propagation is described by the complete Menguy-Gilbert model in a resonator
with a constant radius R = 7 mm. The parameters of the lip model are given in table 3. These
parameters are issued from different publications [42, 43], and also from trial and error until
self-oscillations are obtained.
The output of the model is the acoustic velocity at the end of the tube u(D, t) = u+(D, t) +
u−(D, t). Considering that the open end of the tube radiates as a monopole, u(D, t) is converted
into prec(t), the pressure measured at an arbitrary distance Drec = 10 m from the output of the
tube, through the relation:
prec(t) =
ρ0 S
4πDrec
∂u
∂t
(D, t). (55)
Equation (55) is the simplest way to transform the air flow at the output of the resonator u(D, t)
into a physical quantity similar to acoustic pressure. This choice has no influence on the incoming
wave and on the mechanism of self-sustained oscillations. In particular, it does not modify the
playing frequencies and the spectral contents.
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4.3. Results
Three numerical experiments are carried out in order to check the influence of the nonlinear
wave propagation on the behavior of the model. Simulations are carried out on Scilab and last
around one hour for each computed second, when a recent desktop computer is used (Intel Core
i5-4690, 3.5 GHz, 16 Go, 2015). Obviously, it is faster to compute one second of sound when
the tube is discretized on a smaller set of points (here Nx = 400). Time domain signals prec(t)
presented in the following figures are originally registered with a variable time step, they are then
resampled at a frequency fs = 44.1 kHz.
In a first experiment, the blowing pressure pm(t) decreases for 4 s, from pm = 8 kPa downto
pm = 0 kPa whereas r = 9.43 · 10−2 N.s.m−1. Two regimes are considered: linear wave propaga-
tion (b = 0), and nonlinear wave propagation. Results are displayed in figure 12. The recorded
pressure prec displays radically different time envelopes in the two cases (left column, middle
and bottom). The most striking is that the peak value of the enveloppe is six times larger in
the nonlinear case. This is due to the waveform which possesses sharp peaks in the nonlinear
case. However, the attack transients duration (defined as the time at which the enveloppe peak
value is reached) is very close to 0.24 s in both cases. The enveloppes in the release phases have
different shapes: quasi-affine in the linear case, and exponential in the nonlinear case. However,
the extinction threshold, i.e. the value of the blowing pressure pm below which the oscillation
disappears, is the same for both cases (t = 2.9 s). This has carefully been checked by close
inspection of the figure 12. In the linear case, the signal is more symmetric with respect to zero.
Moreover, the regime is slightly quasi-periodic in the nonlinear case for high oscillating ampli-
tudes (t < 1 s). A closer view of the signals (right column) reveals typical waveforms with sharp
peaks in the nonlinear case.
Based on these data, two descriptors are computed in the frequency domain and displayed
in figure 13: the playing frequency (top) and the spectral centroid (bottom). During the attack
phase, playing frequencies are superimposed. However, shortly after the enveloppe has reached
its maximum value, a slight discrepancy is observed between the linear and nonlinear cases. The
frequency difference observed is 3 cents, which is below the minimum audible difference, but
this value increases all the larger as the starting value of the (decreasing) ramp of pm is large.
The influence of nonlinear propagation on the playing frequency vanishes progressively along
with the decrease of the enveloppe amplitude.
The influence of the nonlinear propagation on the playing frequency has already been high-
lighted numerically in the case of the trombone [45] but only for steady state regimes, yet with a
simplified model for the nonlinear propagation. Deviations of less than 5 cents for weak dynam-
ics have been reported and are in agreement with our observations. We show here that the picture
appears to be similar during the transient phase, as explained above. Note that a discussion of
nonlinear propagation effects in the trombone using transients is given in [46].
The bottom picture in figure 13 confirms that the nonlinear propagation is associated with
an enrichment of the sound spectrum with high frequencies. Indeed the spectral centroid is up
to three times higher than in the case of linear propagation. Moreover in the case of linear
propagation, the spectral centroid is nearly constant, which confirms that the nonlinearity due
to the exciter (46) cannot explain the spectral enrichment features of brassy sounds. On the
contrary, in the case of nonlinear propagation, the spectral centroid is a monotonic function of
the oscillating amplitude. From t = 1.4 s, the amplitudes obtained using linear and nonlinear
models are small; see figure 12. Consequently, the nonlinear effects in the resonator become
negligible. This explains why the centroids in both cases are almost the same.
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Figure 12: Progressive decrease in the blowing pressure, from pm = 8 kPa downto pm = 0 kPa. Left: time histories of
pm (top), prec with linear wave propagation (middle), and with nonlinear wave propagation (bottom). Right: zoom on a
few periods of prec in the linear and nonlinear cases.
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Figure 13: Descriptors calculated with the MIR Toolbox [44] based on the time domain signals presented in figure 12.
Top: playing frequency; bottom: spectral centroid.
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Figure 14: Progressive increase in the blowing pressure from pm = 0 kPa to pm = 8 kPa for 5 s (only a zoom is shown
around the emergence of the oscillation). Left: time histories of pm (top), prec with linear wave propagation (middle)
and with nonlinear wave propagation (bottom). Right: spectrogram of prec in the case of linear (middle) and nonlinear
wave propagation (bottom).
A second numerical experiment is carried out by linearly increasing pm from pm = 0 kPa to
pm = 8 kPa for 5 s in the linear case (b = 0 in (14b)) and in the nonlinear case. The damping
coefficient is r = 3.34 · 10−2 N.s/m. Close views around the emergence of the oscillation of time
domain signals are presented in figure 14 (left column). A remarkable feature is the fact that
the oscillation occurs in linear and nonlinear cases for the same value of pm. This result could
appear obvious since the consequences of the nonlinear propagation are expected to vanish at the
oscillation threshold where b
(u±)2
2
≪ a|u±| in (14b). However, it has been shown in [47, 48] that
when the blowing pressure varies in time, counterintuitive results may be observed. Indeed, for
a lower number of points on the spatial grid Nx, oscillation may not emerge anymore at the same
value of the blowing pressure. For instance, a pressure difference of 800 Pa is observed between
linear and nonlinear cases when Nx is reduced to Nx = 100. In the right column of figure 14,
the spectrograms of the time signals highlight two major features: first, the signal calculated
while considering nonlinear propagation has a much more broadband structure. Secondly, the
spectral content evolves more significantly with the amplitude of the signal in the case of nonlinar
propagation. This is consistent with experimental observations in brass instruments [3, 5].
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In a third experiment, a constant blowing pressure pm = 20 kPa is considered and the damp-
ing coefficient is r = 3.34 · 10−2 N.s.m−1. The stiffness k of the lip model follows a symmetric
increase / decrease for 6 s between k = 100 N.m−1 and k = 3000 N.m−1, as shown in figure 15
(top). As expected, the model plays on different periodic regimes (corresponding to the 2nd to
the 6th registers), the frequencies of which are displayed in the bottom picture. The most striking
result is that for the parameter values chosen for the simulation, the lowest register is not playable
in the case of nonlinear propagation (and the second register either when k is increased). A closer
view reveals that for each register, frequency jumps with the neighbouring registers (lower and
upper) do not occur at the same thresholds. Concerning the playing frequencies, differences may
be weak but clearly audible, and differences are all the larger as the playing frequency (i.e. the
register) is low: up to 13 cents on the 6th register, up to 23 cents on the 5th, up to 36 cents on the
4th, up to 114 cents on the 3rd. The playing frequency is always lower in the case of nonlinear
propagation when k is decreased. When k is increased, for each register, the playing frequency
is lower in the case of nonlinear propagation for the first half of the register. However, since
it increases faster than in the case of linear propagation, the playing frequency in the case of
nonlinear propagation becomes higher in the second half of the register. Here again, considering
nonlinear propagation appears to have a noticeable effect during transients of a control parameter.
In order to highlight hysteresis effects, the same data is plotted with respect to the resonance
frequency of the lip model in figure 16 for linear (left) and nonlinear propagation (right). Hys-
teresis in such experiments is known to result from two mechanisms: the coexistence of stable
periodic regimes and the variation with time of the bifurcation parameter (dynamic bifurcations).
The left part of the figure shows familiar simulation results [49]. Considering the nonlinear
propagation does not alter significantly the hysteresis.
5. Conclusion
A time-domain numericalmodeling of brass instruments has been proposed. The propagation
of outgoing and incoming nonlinear acoustic waves has been considered, taking into account the
viscothermal losses at the boundaries of the resonator. The coupling with a model of lips has also
been modeled, enabling simulations of the self-sustained oscillations in brass instruments. The
software so obtained has been extensively validated. Preliminary applications to configurations
of interest in musical acoustics have been demonstrated.
In its current form, our simulation tool can be used to investigate various open questions
in acoustics. The first one concerns the frequency response of a nonlinear acoustical resonator,
which has already been the subject of experimental and theoretical work [50, 35]. For this pur-
pose, the methodology followed to determine the linear impedance (section 2.4.3) can be adapted
to the nonlinear regime. A second application is the numerical study of the threshold of oscilla-
tions in brass instruments. Based on a modal representation of the field in the resonator, a Floquet
theory can be applied in the linear regime [51]. However, to our knowledge, there are no known
results when the nonlinearity of the wave propagation is taken into account. On the contrary, the
numerical tool does not suffer from such a limitation.
Physical modeling also has to be improved. The radiation condition at the bell is elementary.
More realistic models can be incorporated in our approach; see e.g. the section III-E in [23].
Moreover, considering simple outgoing and incoming waves in a tube with a variable section is
a crude assumption. In the linear regime of propagation, the Webster-Lokshin wave equation
provides a more realistic framework [52]. Extension of this equation to the nonlinear regime of
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Figure 15: Symmetric increase / decrease in the stiffness of the lip model between k = 100 N.m−1 and k = 3000 N.m−1.
The blowing pressure is constant: pm = 20 kPa. Top: time history of k. Bottom: time history of the playing frequency
with linear wave propagation (dark blue) and in the case of nonlinear wave propagation (cyan). The damping coefficient
is r = 3.34 · 10−2 N.s/m.
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propagation has been considered by Bilbao and Chick, [23] but without the viscothermal losses.
The derivation of the full bidirectional system—incorporating nonlinear wave propagation, and
viscothermal losses in a variable tube—is the subject of current research.
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